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Abstract 
 

Proof of Fermat’s last theorem for any odd prime is difficult. It may be extremely difficult to 

generalize any available Proof of Fermat’s last theorem for small prime such as 7,5,3n  to 

11n [1]. The prime 11n  is different from 19,17,13n  in the sense that 2312 n  is also a 

prime and hence the corresponding Fermat equation may have only one type (Class.2) of solutions 

due to a theorem of Germaine Sophie[1],[2]. In this contribution, we will give a simple proof for 

the exponent 11n  based on elementary mathematics. The Darbrusow identity[1] that we will 

use in the proof  can be obtained as Darbrusow did using the multinomial  theorem on three  

components[1]. In our proof, it is assumed that the Fermat equation 111111 xyz    , 1),( yx  has 

non-trivial integer solutions for ),,( zyx  and the parametric solution of the equation is obtained 

using elementary mathematics. The proof of the theorem is done by showing that the necessary 

condition that must be satisfied by the parameters is never satisfied. 

 

Parametric Solution of the equation 

We obtain the parametric solution of the equation 

                1),(,111111  yxxyz                                                                                                

(1) 

using following simple lemmas. 

Lemma 1 

If )0()11(mod1111  mba m
 and 1)11,()11,(  ba  then )11(mod 1 mba  and .2m  

 If we assume that  
11111111 11 tba m  and 1),( ba  in addition to 1)11,()11,(  ba ,then                      

1111111 uba m  , where u is a factor of t . 

Proof of this lemma can be done exactly as in the case of 5,3n .Therefore we assume this lemma 

without proof.  

Lemma 2 

If the equation (1) has non-trivial integer solutions for the triple ),,( zyx , then one of  zyx ,,  is 

divisible by 11. If one assumes that none of zyx ,,  is divisible by 11, taking  

511,411,311,211,111  edcbay , 511,411,311,211,111  jihgfx  

it can be easily shown that 

)11)(mod54,49

,43,41,39,37,36,31,30,28,26,24,18,13,12,10,8,6,4,2,0(

2

55



 yx

But )11)(mod40,27,9,3,1( 25 z  and therefore 
555 zyx   is not satisfied. 

Hence, our assumption that none of zyx ,,  divisible 11 is wrong, and we conclude that one of 

zyx ,,  is divisible by 11. Assume that )11(mod0y . 

This assumption is quite general since we can replace zyx ,,  in (1) by zyx  ,, . 

Now the equation (1) can be written as  

                                      1),(,11 11111111  zxxtz n
                                                                     (2) 

Lemma 3 
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         1111111 uxz m  

We this lemma without proof since its proof is as in the case of 5.3n . 

The equation (2) can now be written as  

        1111111111 11 xeuz m                                                                                                                  (3) 

where 1),()(,11(),11(  eueu . 

It is clear that )( yz   is a eleven power and let 11hyz  , where h  is a factor of x . 

If grz  , where 1),( rg , then 11)( gyx  .  

Now,  

         )()( 1011 rgggrgzyx   

           )( xzyzyx
11111111 uue mm  =  101111111 ueu mm   

Hence, )11(mod011 ughzyxhx m  since 1),(),(  uerg . 

Now, consider zyx   in the form  

zyxxzyyzxzyx  )()()(                                                                                     

(4) 

to deduce that factor common to zyx   and zyx ,,  are the factors of )(),(),( yxxzyz   

respectively. Using the identity 

  222444337229111111 11)(55)(77)(44)(11 yxyxyxyxyxyxyxyxxyyxyx   

and the binomial expansion of  
11))(( zyx   or directly using the identity  
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due to Darbrusow[1] one deduce that zyx   contains a factor d  co-prime to xyz , where 
11d  is 

equal to the term in the curly bracket. Therefore ughdzyx m11 and since   

                                     ughdhzzyx m1111                                                                                (5) 

we get  

         
1111 hughdx m                                                                                                                              (a) 

         
111111111 uughdy mm                                                                                                                    (b) 

         
11111111111 huughdz mm  

                                                                                                         (c) 

In addition to this, we have 
11gyx   and therefore from (a) and (b), we get  

                   
111111111 111111 guughdhugh mmm  

 

                         01111.2 111111111   uughdhg mm
                                                                             (6) 

Proof of Fermat’s Last theorem for 11n  

Our proof of the theorem is based in the equation (6) and the Lemma 1.The equation (6) can be written as  

                   01111.2 111111111   huughdg mm
                                                                                  (7) 

This equation (7) is an eleven degree polynomial equation in g ,and 11,,,, dhug  are co-prime to 

one another. We fix the parameters )2(m , u of y in the Fermat equation (6) and try to find g  for 
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different .h It is clear that )11(mod01111 uhg m But  1111 hg   is co-prime to dh,  since dh, are 

co-prime to u,11 . 

Now, from the Lemma 1, jhg m 111   for some j  unless  0g . i.e )2(11 1   mhjg m , 

where j  is an integer co-prime to .,,11 hd Therefore (7) can be written as              

                       1111111 11 uh m =  uhdjhjh mmm 11.2)11()11( 1011                                                     (8) 

          It is clear that jh m 111   is a factor of 1111111 11 uh m  and hence we must have 

               01111 11111111111   uj mm                                                                                                       (9) 

This is never satisfied since 1),11(),11(  uj . i.e, there is no non-zero g  satisfying (7).This 

completes the proof. 
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